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Abstract
This paper reports on an empirical investigation into the
ability of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) in
approximating group preference.  Given the existence of a
group utility function in a multi-criteria decision context,
an ANN, as a universal function approximator, would be
able to recognize group decision patterns, approximate the
underlying functional relationship, and generalize over
new cases.  The merit of ANN over the traditional utility
theory approach is in its ability to learn group preference
without imposing strong assumptions on the functional
form and behavior of decision patterns.
Introduction
In everyday life, usually one has to make choice among
many conflicting alternatives. Conventional wisdom
suggests that, in making decision, two heads are better
than one.  This is particularly true in a business setting.
However, in a multi-criteria context, a group has to reach
a consensus among its members across individual
preferences on conflicting criteria and outcomes.  Group
Decision Support Systems have been designed and
implemented to improve the quality of group decision.
The backbone of such a system is an aggregation of
individual preferences into a group consensus.
To arrive at a group decision, one can achieve a consensus
with a social welfare function to aggregate individual
cardinal preferences into group preference.  This approach
implies the development of a group utility function such
as the one prescribed by Keeney and Kirkwoods (1975)
and Keeney (1976).  However, one may encounter
difficulty in assessing parameters of the function, i.e., the
weights of individual judgments and the trade-offs among
individual utilities. One may even argue on the
appropriateness and accuracy of a prescribed group utility
function.
This study investigates the capacity of Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) technique as an alternative to the
traditional utility theory-based approach to approximate
group preference. An ANN, as a universal function
approximator, should be able to recognize decision
patterns of the group members, approximate the
underlying functional relationship and generalize over
new cases.
Group Preference As A Social Welfare
Function
A social welfare function is a rule to aggregate individual
preferences into a group preference.  To develop a social
cardinal utility function, Keeney and Kirkwoods (1975)
and Keeney (1976) considered a group as an entity whose
decisions obey the axioms of utility theory (Von Neumann
and Morgenstern, 1944).  Keeney (1976) indicated that,
by substituting group and individual utilities to group and
individual orderings, there are many possible utility
functions satisfying those conditions indicated by Arrow
(1951).  The formulation of a group cardinal utility
function is as follows.
For each alternative aj ,  j = 1, 2, ... , m ,  there exists an
individual cardinal utility ui(aj) for individual Ii ,  i = 1, 2,
... , n .  Then the group cardinal utility for alternative aj is
uG = u(u1, u2, ... ,un) (1)
This group utility function could be in an additive form
uG = Σ ni=1 kiui (2)
or in a multiplicative form
1 + kuG = Π ni=1 [1 + kkiui] (3)
where k and ki are scaling constants with 0 < ki < 1 ; k > -1
is a non zero constant and is the solution to
1 + k = Π ni=1 [1 + kki]   (4)
ki can be interpreted as the weight for individual utility.  It
is the marginal rate of trade-off in individual utility to
increase the utility of other members.  The sign of scaling
constant k implies whether individual utilities are
substitute or complementary.  Individual utilities are
assessed with a procedure described in Keeney (1977).
Building a group utility function requires interpersonal
comparisons of utilities by a benevolent dictator or by a
participatory group.  In the former case, the benevolent
dictator is someone who has a responsibility for the
decision but wishing to take into account the views of
others.  In the latter case, the entire group generates an
aggregation rule for selecting the best alternative.
Trading off utility of one member against utility of others
also requires a consideration of relative weights given to
individual preferences.  This process involves political
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issues, even ethical ones, in distributing power to group
members.  The task is difficult for a benevolent dictator
and becomes more difficult for a participatory group.  In
addition, one encounters difficulty in deciding the
appropriate form of group utility function, i.e., whether
individual utilities should be additive, substitute or
complementary.
It has been indicated group utility cannot be assessed
directly.  Preference of a group of individuals should be
calculated on individual judgments rather than on
collective judgments. Thus, group utility should be the
aggregation of individual utilities with a specified rule.  If
individual preferences are weighted equally, the group
utility will be an arithmetic mean of individual utilities.
From a descriptive perspective, one may argue that group
preference may not necessary be represented in the
prescribed Keeney group utility function.  Furthermore,
individual preferences on conflicting criteria may not be
independent of each other in order to satisfy the
assumptions of utility theory.  These difficulties make the
traditional utility theory-based assessment become
insufficient to capture a group preference.  Therefore, one
should consider different procedures in order to better
represent and model preferences.  The mapping of
individual preferences to a group preference would
require a more flexible functional form than the one
prescribed by utility theory.
Modeling Group Utility Function With ANN
An ANN can be considered as a universal function
approximator.  The Kolmogorov theorem establishes a
perfect mapping from Rn to Rm as long as an appropriate
transfer function is chosen. It has been shown that, using a
Backpropagation algorithm with arbitrary transfer
function, a multi-layer network can approximate any
continuous/discontinuous function (Cybenko, 1989;
Hornik et al., 1989).  With this ability, an ANN can
recognize any underlying relationship from a domain
without imposing any a priori restriction on its data.
Literature indicates that human beings in general do have
the ability to make holistic judgment in a consistent and
meaningful manner (Slovic and Lichtenstein, 1971).
Hidden behind the holistic assessment of alternatives in a
problem domain, there always exists implicitly a logical
reason on the association between input-output patterns.
In this study, the use of holistic assessment intends to
alleviate the difficulty of decision makers in expressing
explicitly the trade-offs among criteria of the decision
problem. Then ANN will serve as an effective means to
recognize and reveal the relationship of the decision
patterns from holistic judgments provided by decision
makers.
Given the existence of a group utility function and the
availability of individual preference patterns of group
members in a problem domain, an ANN can approximate
this function without imposing strong assumptions on the
functional form and the behavior of decision patterns.
The decision problem in this study relates to the project
selection and economic appraisal of proposals for new
products in a manufacturing company.  The problem
domain is presented in Table 1.  In the appraisal, there
exist tradeoffs among criteria and no single criterion
absolutely dominates others.  The proposals were rated on
a scale ranging from 0 to 100 by a group of three experts
designated as Experts A, B, and C.
Table 1
Problem Domain
NPV of Cash Flow     $[1.0   2.0   3.0   4.0   5.0] millions
Initial Investment       $[2.5   2.0   1.5   1.0   0.5] millions
Market Growth Rate        [fair    good    very-good]
Capability to Market        [fair    good    very-good]
Prospect of Technical Success  [fair    good    very-good]
An orthogonal plan (Addelman, 1962) was used to define
a sample of 24 examples taken from all possible
alternatives in the problem domain.  This optimal sample
size would help to reduce the information processing
burden on decision makers.  Each expert provided his/her
preference score for each example of the sample.   These
sample sets were combined into a training set to train the
ANN.  Each expert also provided preference on another
set of 10 out-of-sample alternatives.  Once preference
patterns of the group had been learned, these out-of-
sample cases were used to test the ability of ANN in
making generalization.  The accuracy of ANN was based
on the correlation of individual preferences on the test set
with the group preference predicted by ANN. The
performance of ANN was also evaluated against other
common aggregation rules in group decision making.
A Genetic Algorithm was used to search for the optimal
network configuration.  This algorithm suggested a
configuration of five input nodes, one hidden layer with
two nodes, and one output node.  The network used a
Backpropagation learning algorithm with hyperbolic
tangent transfer functions.
The prediction of ANN on the test set is compared with
two common aggregation rules, namely, Arithmetic Mean
and Geometric Mean.  Using Arithmetic Mean is similar
to assigning equal weights to group members whereas
using Geometric Mean will penalize the extreme
judgments.  Correlations of individual preferences with
the group preference aggregated by Arithmetic Mean,
Geometric Mean and ANN are reported in Table 2.  One
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notes that no single rule arrives at a group solution that
has absolutely high correlation to all individual
judgments.   Overall, correlations of ANN to Arithmetic
Mean and Geometric Mean are both .986 .
Table 2
Correlations of Preferences on the Test Set
    A          B          C     A.Mean G.Mean
Arithmetic Mean .750 .967 .779
Geometric Mean .797 .958 .728      .996
ANN .752 .978 .741      .986     .986
Concluding Remarks
This study has shown that using ANN to approximate
group preference is comparable to using traditional utility
theory approach.  The merit of an ANN is it does not
impose any strong assumptions on the functional
relationship and behavior of individual decision patterns
as well as those of the group.  With ANN, one does not
need to assess individual utilities and then aggregate them
into group utility in a prescribed process.  This intuitive
model building and assessment makes the ANN technique
particularly appealing.
The use of ANN in approximation of group preference
proposed in this study can be extended to incorporate the
distribution of power in a group setting.  The decision of a
particular member X will have more weight if he/she can
cast more votes than other members in the decision
process. Consequently, his/her sample of decision patterns
will be replicated in the ANN training set. The presence of
n times of X’s decision patterns is similar to assigning this
member n votes.
In a future work, we will propose that ANN can serve as
an effective means to build a repository of organizational
knowledge. Given the environment, in which previous
decisions were taken, has not changed drastically, the
prediction of ANN will assure the consistency of group
decision since it learns the patterns in historical judgments
of group members to generalize over future occasions.
As such, it is more efficient than arriving at a group
decision with ad hoc judgments.  In any case, ANN can
always provide a reliable initial solution in Group
Decision Support Systems.
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